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99-8 February 5, 1999 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
AREA STUDENTS ON EIU DEANS' LIST 
CHARLESTON-- Approximately 700 students have been named to Eastern Illinois 
University's Fall 1998 Dean's List. 
To be named to the Dean's List, a student must be in the top 10 percent of his or 
her college while carrying a full course load. 
The same eligibility requirements apply to students with undeclared majors and 
those enrolled in the Board of Trustees Bachelor of Arts degree program. 
Students from Eastern's four colleges (Arts and Humanities; Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied Sciences; Education and Professional Studies; and Sciences) are 
included on the Dean's List. 
The follow is a list of those students named to the Dean's List for Fall 1998. Please 
note that the students are listed last name first by hometown. 
-30-
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100-465 DEAN•s LIST FOR FALL 1998 PAGE 1 12/19/98 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
BAKER RUTH IL 00000 1 020 FINANCE 
BEAUPIERRE MERVLYN IL 00000 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
BOTERO MANUEL IL 00000 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BROWN VICTORIA IL 00000 1 017 ENGLISH 
MISTRY BHAVINI IL 00000 1 017 ENGLISH 
110CA TATIANA IL 00000 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
IBBOTSON ADAM G ALBION IL 62806 4 034 MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
LINDER SARAH A ALBION IL 62806 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SHERRICK BRYAN M ALBION IL 62806 2 007 ACCOUNTING GOETZ AMBER D ALGONQUIN IL 60102 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HAUSER CHERYL L ALGONQUIN IL 60102 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WENDLING JANA LYNN ALGONQUIN IL 60102 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION STRENGE K BRANDON ALSIP IL 60803 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
JOHNSON KELLY G ALTON IL 62002 1 078 COI1PUTER MANAGEMENT 
WEYHAUPT ADAM G ALTON IL 62002 3 043 MATHEMATICS 
BISHOP SHANNON L ANTIOCH IL 60002 3 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT STROHECKER NANCY L ARCOLA IL 61910 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
KILBOURNE MEGAN K ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LOVELACE STEPHAN J ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 3 017 ENGLISH STEIN KRISTINA M ARLINGTON HTS IL 60005 4 017 ENGLISH STURGEON JANET ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 4 009 MANAGEMENT SZABO KATHERINE E ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BENSON LYDIA M ARTHUR IL 61911 1 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
WEAVER SARAH J ASHKUM IL 60911 2 131 COMI1UNICATION DISORDERS SCI COFFEY AMANDA B ASHMORE IL 61912 4 017 ENGLISH 
FRAZIER ELIZABETH R ASHMORE IL 61912 4 037 FAMILY & CQNSVMER SCIENCES 
HANSEL BETH ANN ASHMORE IL 61912 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
BELL JOSEPH S ATLANTA IL 61723 1 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
110RGAN CARMEN R ATWOOD IL 61913 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LAURENT TAMMY M AUBURN IL 62615 4 003 ART 
HALEY CHRISTOPHER AUBURN IL 62615 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE SPEARS KIMBERLY A AUBURN IL 62615 2 035 HISTORY 
HERWALDT KATHRYN E AURORA IL 60504 1 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PERSE GABRIELA A AURORA IL 60506 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE SPARROW TINA 11 AURORA IL 60506 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION WHITT JOSHUA S AURORA IL 60506 3 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
RICHTER BETH A AVISTON IL 62216 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
PURVIS MICHAEL T BARRINGTON IL 60010 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES SPICER MEGAN J BARRINGTON IL 60010 4 066 SPEECH C01111UNICATION 
POGEMAN NIKOLE M BARTONVILLE IL 61607 3 008 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
REWERS ROBERTA A BEECHER IL 60401 3 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BRANDENBURGER BELLE BEECHER CITY IL 62414 3 017 ENGLISH 
11USSER JONI E BEECHER CITY IL 62414 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES COBURN TARA L BELLEVILLE IL 62220 2 017 ENGLISH 
EARDLEY ELLEN L BELLEVILLE IL 62223 4 017 ENGLISH 
HARR ERIKA A BELLEVILLE IL 62221 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION JACOBS TAROSA 0 BELLEVILLE IL 62221 4 076 AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 
017 ENGLISH 
VETTER CAREY ANN BELLEVILLE IL 62220 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HILL HEATHER R BELVIDERE IL 61008 4 010 MARKETING 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100-465 DEAN•s LIST FOR FALL 1998 PAGE 2 12119/98 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS 11AJ 11A.JOR DESCRIPTION 
BURNS TIMOTHY 11 BENSENVILLE IL 60106 4 035 HISTORY 
063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
11CCOLLUM KATHLEEN A BENTON IL 62812 3 020 FINANCE 
BUTTZ DARIN J BETHANY IL 61914 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SNEARLY JILL D BETHANY IL 61914 4 043 11ATHEHATICS 
YARNELL BEN T BETHANY IL 61914 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
RIGGS 11ICHELLE L BISMARCK IL 61814 2 015 ELEI1ENTARY EDUCATION 
VOLPERT 11ARY E BISI1ARCK IL 61814 1 015 ELE11ENTARY EDUCATION 
ALLEN JESSICA L BLOOI1INGTON IL 61704 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BARWICK JAI1ES 11 BLOOI1INGTON IL 61704 1 078 C011PUTER MANAGEHENT 
BERRY ERIN L BL0011INGTON IL 61704 2 0.59 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
KOCH SHARA R BLOOI1INGTON IL 61704 1 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
TILLERY ANNA F BLOOHINGTON IL 61704 1 078 COHPUTER MANAGEMENT 
WHITNEY ERICA G BLOOI1INGTON IL 61701 1 01.5 ELEI1ENTARY EDUCATION 
BICKNELL TIHOTHY C BLUFFS IL 62621 1 066 SPEECH C01111UNICATION 
JORDAN JOSHUA J BOLINGBROOK IL 60440 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
NEUMANN BRIDGET D BOLINGBROOK IL 60440 4 1134~. 11IDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
REBENSZKI ROBERT BOLINGBROOK IL 60440 2 020 FINANCE 
PANICI KELLI L BONFIELD IL 60913 1 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HAVELKA CAROLYN M BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
KANOSKY CAROLINE L BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
DELABRE HEATHER A BOURBONNIAS IL 60914 3 017 ENGLISH 
KRA11ER JILL M BREESE IL 62230 3 003 ART 
SCHRADER JENNIFER L BRIDGEPORT IL 62417 4 010 MARKETING 
JOHNSON KELLY M BRIGHTON IL 62012 3 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BARNSTABlE THEA A BRIMFIELD IL 61517 2 131. C01111UNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
MORRISS ELIZABETH R BROOKFIELD IL 60.513 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
VONDRUSKA MICHELE L BROOKFIELD IL 60.513 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WEGLOSKI SAP.AH J BROOKFIELD IL 60.513 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
TEPEN ERIN N BRUSSELS IL 62013 2 017 ENGLISH 
SCHOTT BRIDGET L BUCKINGHAM IL 60917 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FITHIAN SARA JOY BUFFALO GROVE IL 60089 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PULVER CORINNE B BURBANK IL 60459 3 009 MANAGEMENT 
11EYERS SARAH A BURR RIDGE IL 60.52.5 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
FREDERICKSEN ROBERT CALUMET CITY IL 60409 1 035 HISTORY 
LEIB DANIEL A CALUMET CITY IL 60409 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CANNON WILLIAI1 B CAMARGO IL 61919 1 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY STEICHEN SARA K CAMPUS IL 60920 3 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GAHES TRISHA A CANTON IL 61.520 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DOWLAND KATRINA S CARLINVILLE IL 62626 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HUSSEY ELIZABETH 11 CARLINVILLE IL 62626 4 017 ENGLISH 
HUYEAR AI1Y .JO CARLINVILLE IL 62626 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
OBRIEN NICHOLAS A CARLINVILLE IL 62626 1 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
WELLER ELIZABETH 11 CARLINVILLE IL 62626 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY SMITH BROCCA L CARLYLE IL 62231 3 017 ENGLISH 
MCCORMICK RACHEL A CARMI IL 62821 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SHAW BRIAN D CARI1I IL 62821 4 04.5 MUSIC 
045 MUSIC SOUTH 11ARY ANN CARI1I IL 62821 4 131 C01111UNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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NAJIE CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS "AJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION HLAVIN JASON CAROL STREAM IL 60188 2 034 "IDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
KOSKELA STEVEN W CAROL STREAM IL 60188 2 017 ENGLISH 
RUSSELL KRISTINA L CARPENTERSVILLIL 60110 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
BALLARD KELSEY JO CARROLLTON IL 62016 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
CLARK JOSHUA R CASEY IL 62420 1 009 "ANAGE"ENT GOBEN ERYN J CASEY IL 62420 3 045 "USIC 
JANSSEN A"IE L CASEY IL 62420 4 008 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
SINCLAIR KI"BERLY A CASEY IL 62420 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
COE LINDY L CENTRALIA IL 62801 4 077 ENVIRON"ENTAL BIOLOGY 
HARM LAURA "ARIE CENTRALIA IL 62801 4 020 FINANCE 
PIERCEALL E"ILY A CENTRALIA IL 62801 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
TURNAGE JILL R CENTRALIA IL 62801 1 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ADAMS ADRIENNE ELYSE CHA"PAIGN IL 61821 4 015 ELE"ENTARY EDUCATION 
CASCONE "ARGARET " CHA"PAIGN IL 61821 4 037 FA"ILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
FAITH SHERRI LEE CHA"PAIGN IL 61821 4 113 CAREER OCCUPATIONS 
NEWELL RACHEL " CHA"PAIGN IL 61821 4 015 ELE"ENTARY EDUCATION 
OCALLAGHAN SEAN P CHAMPAIGN IL 61821 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
PATT "AYRON "OSHE CHA"PAIGN IL 61820 4 078 COMPUTER "ANAGE"ENT STIFF "ELISSA A CHA"PAIGN IL 61821 3 024 RECREATION AD"INISTRATION 
BROADDUS SHAVE A CHARELSTON IL 61920 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ALEXANDROV ANDREY CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 020 FINANCE 
BAKER GREGORY B CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 003 ART 
BAPTIST KATHLEEN S CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 047 PHILOSOPHY 
BARRON A"ANDA D CHARLESTON IL 61920 2 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
BRASWELL HEATHER R CHARLESTON IL 61920 2 007 ACCOUNTING 
078 CO"PUTER "ANAGE"ENT BROWN JENNIFER LYN CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BRUNT KATHLEEN " CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
CHARLESTON AISHA R CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
CONRAD DARREN L CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY COUGILL ANDREW A CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 035 HISTORY 
DAVIS IAN K CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 017 ENGLISH 
DAVIS SARAH J CHARLESTON IL 61920 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DICKINSON A"Y CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 015 ELE"ENTARY EDUCATION 
ERWIN RHIANNON " CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 003 ART 
EVANGELISTA BRETT A CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 003 ART 
FASSI ANTHONY J III CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 047 PHILOSOPHY 
FORE"AN "EGAN D CHARLESTON IL 61920 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
FOSTER CURTIS D CHARLESTON IL 61920 1 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY GERLING DANIEL "AX CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 047 PHILOSOPHY GUTOWSKI FRANK R CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 065 SOCIOLOGY 
HENARD FRANKLIN D CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 078 CO"PUTER "ANAGE"ENT HILDEBRAND JAY A CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE "EDICINE JILEK BRIAN CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 020 FINANCE 
JONES "ATTHEW D CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE "EDICINE JORSTAD ROBERT JON CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 043 MATHEMATICS 
055 PHYSICS 
KILGORE CHRISTINE E CHARLESTON IL 61920 2 107 JOURNALISM 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100-46.5 DEAN•s LIST FOR FALL 1998 PAGE 4 12/19/98 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MA.J MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
KUHN BRIAN WILLIAM CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
LANDSAW HEATHER .JEAN CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
LYBARGER SHEILA K CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
MACLEOD ERIC D CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 010 MARKETING 
MANSBY SHANA L CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
MCDANIEL RYAN L CHARLESTON IL 61920 2 066 SPEECH COMHUNICATION 
MCGEE LUTALO E CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 076 AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 
METZGER DOLORES L CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
MURAWSKI BRYAN P CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ODELL KRISTEN M CHARLESTON IL 61920 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
PEARSON DENNIS LEE CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
PEREZ RUBEN CHARLESTON IL 61920 2 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
POTEETE KRISTY G CHARLESTON IL 61920 1 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
PRICE MICHAEL B CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
PURVIS EMILY H CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES QUAST CATHY M CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 008 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
RAMSEY KAYLA E CHARLESTON IL 61920 1 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
RANN .JAMES R CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
RARDIN .JERRINE CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
RAWLINGS HILLARY A CHARLESTON IL 61920 1 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
REEVES RYAN C CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 017 ENGLISH 
RICHARDSON MICHEAL C CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 0.59 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SCHUBERT WILLIAM M CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
SCHULTZ GAIL L CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SHACKELFORD MICHAEL CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
SIBENALLER NICHOLAS CHARLESTON It 61920 2 007 ACCOUNTING 
SLATE ELICIA K CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 03.5 HISTORY 
030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
SMITLEY TRISHA A CHARLESTON IL 61920 2 010 MARKETING 
VANDEVER COLLEEN N CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
WEBB BERTHA M CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
WEBB .JUSTIN C CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
WHITE MARIAH L CHARLESTON Il 61920 4 047 PHILOSOPHY 
WISSLER ERYN S CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 071 BIO SCIENCES W TEACHER CERT 
WOOD .JENNIFER M CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 009 MANAGEMENT 
BARHOOVER DANE E CHATHAM IL 62629 1 0.54 PRE-ENGINEERING 
ROY AMY C CHATHAM IL 62629 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
BOUDREAU LARA M CHEBANSE IL 60922 1 011 CHEMISTRY 
BURNS PATRICIA M CHICAGO IL 60641 2 017 ENGLISH 
03.5 HISTORY 
FERGUS BRIDGET E CHICAGO IL 60630 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
GUlNARE PATRICK .J CHICAGO IL 606.52 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
HOFF .IENNIFER L CHICAGO IL 60617 2 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
PIAZZA PASQUALINA CHICAGO IL 60617 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SCHEu.EHAN .JENNIFER CHICAGO IL 60638 2 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
SIMS aETTY D CHICAGO IL 60620 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ENGELIERTH LESLIE A CHRISMAN IL 61924 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
HAMP'AIN MELISSA K CHRISTOPHER IL 62822 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100-465 DEAN"S LIST FOR FALL 1998 PAGE 5 12/19/98 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MA.J MA.JOR DESCRIPTION 
BOGACKI AHY C CICERO IL 60804 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
LEWIS MAGGIE L CINCINNATI OH 45241 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
ATWOOD ALEX A CISNE IL 62823 4 010 MARKETING 
SAMFORD VINCENT A CISNE IL 62823 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
WEILER LISA A CLAREMONT IL 62421 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
MCNICHOLS MEAGAN D CLARENDON HLS IL 60514 1 035 HISTORY 
HOWER ABIGAIL E CLAY CITY IL 62824 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MCCLEARY KEVIN C CLINTON IL 61727 3 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
PIATT .JAY A CLINTON IL 61727 1 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ESSARY .JANET L COAL CITY IL 60416 1 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
EVERS CAREN E COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 4 068 THEATRE ARTS 
JAEGER LAURA B COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
WOLFF LAURA .J COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HYERS VICTORIA L COOKSVILLE IL 61730 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
TRUMBLE NICOLE D CRESCENT CITY IL 60928 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
BROWNING HEATHER H CRETE IL 60417 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CARLSON KEVIN C CRETE IL 60417 4 010 MARKETING 
RIESTER MARGARET R CROWN POINT IN 46307 1 043 MATHEMATICS 
MUELLER LUKE T CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 1 132 MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCI 
PARKER GINA L CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ROGERS KRISTIE L CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 3 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
BUCK WARREN K .JR DANVILLE IL 61832 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
HENRY DARLENE M DANVILLE IL 61832 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
JOHNSON PATRICIA S DANVILLE IL 61832 4 113 CAREER OCr1JPATIONS 
LEVERENZ CANDACE E DANVILLE IL 61832 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
OBRIEN PETER V DANVILLE IL 61832 3 020 FINANCE 
STARK LISA K DANVILLE IL 61832 3 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
STORY ANIKA H DANVILLE IL 61832 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
WHIPPO SYLVIA L DANVILLE IL 61832 4 017 ENGLISH 
BURISEK LAUREN L DARIEN IL 60.561 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
GIRDWAIN LYNN M DARIEN IL 60561 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
HAURITZEN MICHAEL R DARIEN IL 60561 3 017 ENGLISH 
WESOLOWSKI NICOLE M DARIEN IL 60561 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BAKER NOELLE N DECATUR IL 62521 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BALES .JENNIFER S DECATUR IL 62526 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CALFAS PEEWEE W DECATUR IL 62526 2 043 MATHEMATICS 
CONVERSE HARTIN OLEN DECATUR IL 62.522 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
CRISMAN STEPHANIE D DECATUR IL 62526 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
DAVIDSON SCOTT K DECATUR IL 62.521 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
FLITZ BETH A DECATUR IL 62.526 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
FLITZ CRYSTAL LYNN DECATUR IL 62.526 3 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
GRUBBS MATTHEW DECATUR IL 62.521 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
JOHNSON JULIE ANN DECATUR IL 62521 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
KLEMENS ANDREW D DECATUR IL 62.526 4 003 ART 
LANCASTER .JENNIFER A DECATUR IL 62.526 1 035 HISTORY 
WALKER VICKY S DECATUR IL 62.521 4 017 ENGLISH 
068 THEATRE ARTS 
WARD JENNIFER A DECATUR IL 62.526 4 006 BOTANY 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100-465 DEAN"S LIST FOR FALL 1998 
12/19/98 PAGE 6 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MA.J MA.JOR DESCRIPTION 
WILSON .JULIE E DECATUR IL 62522 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LAHBROPOULOS ELAINE DES PLAINES IL 60016 4 035 HISTORY 
SWEENEY MICHAEL H DESPLAINES IL 60016 1 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MCKINNEY MATTHEW M DIETERICH IL 62424 4 017 ENGLISH 
NIEMERG ANGELA S DIETERICH IL 62424 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
RUHOLL SARAH E DIETERICH IL 62424 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MICHLER DANIEL W DIXON IL 61021 1 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
BROWN AMY E DOWNERS GROVE IL 60515 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GAJEWSKI MICHELLE L DOWNERS GROVE IL 60516 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KTISTOU NICOLE L DOWNERS GROVE IL 60516 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MURPHY GRANT A DOWNERS GROVE IL 60516 4 017 ENGLISH 
BRESNAHAN ERIN DWIGHT IL 60420 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
MCNAMARA .JILL A DWIGHT IL 60420 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
TRANEL RYAN D E DUBUQUE IL 61025 4 010 MARKETING 
NOVAK HEATHER ANNE E DUNDEE IL 60118 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
FISCHER CHRISTINE E EAST ALTON IL 62024 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
KOPRIVICA CARLY C EAST ALTON IL 62024 3 017 ENGLISH 
.JECKS DAN ROBERT EAST MOLINE IL 61244 4 045 MUSIC 
MARCHULONES DAVID .J EAST PEORIA IL 61611 4 010 MARKETING 
POPE HALEY M EAST PEORIA IL 61611 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
BICKERS BRANDI .J EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 065 SOCIOLOGY 
BUZZARD ANGIE EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
BYERS CHELSEY L EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
EYMAN SA~A E EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 0?0 FINANCE 
FRANKLIN TRAVIS .J EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
GOECKNER DAVID .J EFFINGHAM IL 62401 2 069 ZOOLOGY 
O•tl PRE MEDICINE 
GOECKNER .JENNIFER R EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GREGORY .JERRI .J EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HAYES KENNETH B EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 035 HISTORY 
HAYES KENNETH B EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 031 GEOGRAPHY 
HENRY MITCHELL D EFFINGHAM IL 62401 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
KIRCHHOFER CHRISTA EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
MATTESON .JASON M EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 035 HISTORY 
MOELLER ANDREA R EFFINGHAM IL 62401 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
THOMAS HEATHER D EFFINGHAM IL 62401 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
VOGT .JODY L EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WILLENBORG TIMOTHY L EFFINGHAM IL 62401 1 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
WRIGHT RACHEL R EFFINGHAM IL 62401 4 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
DILLON KATE M ELBURN IL 60119 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
ERICKSON LAUREN K ELBURN IL 60119 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
STEFFENS KRISTY M ELK GROVE IL 60007 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
DAILEY BRETT A ELK GROVE VIL IL 60007 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
BAUER KYLE M ELWOOD IL 60421 2 107 .JOURNALISM 
HAMPTON MELANIE S ENFIELD IL 62835 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
RAPP SUE-ANN EUREKA IL 61530 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
SLUSHER MELINDA .J EUREKA IL 61530 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
VOGES LEILA R EVANSVILLE IL 62242 2 020 FINANCE 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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NAitE CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MA.J MA.JOR DESCRIPTION 
WALTER MICHELLE R FAIRBURY IL 61739 2 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
FARttER ANDREA L FAIRFIELD IL 62837 1 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
WEBER SARAH K FAIRFIELD IL 62837 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
HILL PERRY IV FAIRVIEW HTS IL 62208 4 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
WILLIAMS AUTUMN M FARINA IL 62838 3 017 ENGLISH 
WILLIAMS MINDY M FARINA IL 62838 1 010 MARKETING 
HETHKE .JAMIE L FARMER CITY IL 61842 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
RILEY .JULIE M FINDLAY IL 62534 4 010 MARKETING 
RILEY .JULIE M FINDLAY IL 62534 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
KONRADT TINYA LEE FITHIAN IL 61844 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
KERNER KARA L FLAT ROCK IL 62427 1 043 MATHEMATICS 
CLARK ELMER E II FLORA IL 62839 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MULLENS NICOLE S FLORA IL 62839 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FILIPIAK DANIEL .J FRANKFORT IL 60423 1 009 MANAGEMENT 
KOLOZV MARISSA A FRANKFORT IL 60423 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
REESE .JENNIFER L FRANKLIN IL 62638 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
DAMSON BETH D FREEPORT IL 61032 4 008 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
MORIOKA YU FU.JINOMIYA .JAPAN 00000 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
FORNEY CALI F GALESBURG IL 61401 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
TAYLOR MOLLY K GEORGETOWN IL 61846 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WAHLS ERIC T GIBSON CITY IL 60936 3 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
WISE LAURA A GIRARD IL 62640 2 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
OHALLEY CLAUDE .J GLEN ELLYN IL 60137 2 020 FINANCE 
POURCH VALERIE K GLENDALE HTS IL 60139 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
ROSLEY STEPHANIE L GLENVIEW IL 60025 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
DWYER RYAN MICHAEL GLENWOOD IL 604~5 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
PARIS AMY K GLENWOOD IL 60425 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ROETHE .JAMI S GOLDEN GATE IL 62843 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
ROETHE NIKI J GOLDEN GATE IL 62843 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
GRIMALDI MEGAN E GRAND RAPIDS MI 49546 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
JOSEPHS LAURA K GRAYSLAKE IL 60030 2 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
AULT BENJAMIN M GREENUP IL 62428 4 043 MATHEMATICS 
HUDDLESTUN DUANE S GREENUP IL 62428 4 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
LEWIS JALANA M GREENUP IL 62428 3 071 BIO SCIENCES W TEACHER CERT 
STARWALT CARL .JR GREENUP IL 62428 3 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
TAYLOR SCOTT A GREENUP IL 62428 1 010 MARKETING 
DOGGETT AMELIA M GREENVIEW IL 62642 2 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
STEINHOUR MICHAEL W GREENVIEW IL 62642 3 065 SOCIOLOGY 
MAURER AMANDA J GRIDLEY IL 61744 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EASTON MARLAINA L HANOVER PARK IL 60103 4 017 ENGLISH 
SHARY CORINNE E HANOVER PK IL 60103 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BLACKMAN TRISHALANA HARRISBURG IL 62946 3 017 ENGLISH 
ZIEGLER RONALD B HARRISBURG IL 62946 4 013 ECONOMICS 
11CENANEY ERIC J HARVARD IL 60033 4 045 MUSIC QUINN KELLI L HENRY IL 61537 4 107 .JOURNALISM 
DORE AMANDA JEAN HICKORY HILLS IL 60457 2 010 MARKETING 
SPANNAGEL REBEKAH K HIDALGO IL 62432 3 017 ENGLISH 
B.JORNSON VIRGINIA E HIGHLAND IL 62249 4 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
LUITJOHAN ANGELA M HIGHLAND IL 62249 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
ORLET KRISTI L HIGHLAND IL 62249 4 003 ART 
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WIEDUWILT KERI A HIGHLAND IL 62249 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
WINET WENDY K HIGHLAND IL 62249 1 010 11ARKETING 
DOSS ANGELA 11 HILLSBORO IL 62049 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
11ETZINGER PAUL .J HILLSIDE IL 60162 4 066 SPEECH C01111UNICATION 
BARTEL REBECCA E HOFF11AN EST IL 60194 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
RECONNU PAIGE 11ARIE HOFF11AN EST IL 6019.5 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
STUBENRAUCH RUSSELL HOFFI1AN EST IL 60194 3 010 11ARKETING 
BONANNO AUBREY R HOFF11AN ESTATEIL 6019.5 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
EASTON BRICE A HOI1ER IL 61849 4 03.5 HISTORY 
EASTON BRICE A HOI1ER IL 61849 4 06.5 SOCIOLOGY 
HAPP SUSANNAH 11 HOI1ER IL 61849 2 04.5 11USIC 
TILLERY .JOSCYLN K HOI1ER IL 61849 4 037 FAI1ILY & CONSUI1ER SCIENCES 
11CLEAN .JENNIFER L HOI1EWOOD IL 60430 3 01.5 ELEI1ENTARY EDUCATION 
110RRIS JENELLE E HOOPESTON IL 60942 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PEDIGO .JAI11E A HUI1BOLDT IL 61931 3 017 ENGLISH 
GIZA BRETT A INGLESIDE IL 60041 4 020 FINANCE 
007 ACCOUNTING 
SNOW .JESSAI1INE .J IRVING IL 620.51 1 017 ENGLISH 
SHARP LUKAS R IRVINGTON IL 62848 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SCHUETTE KI11BERLY C ITASCA IL 60143 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
BEERBOWER 11ATTHEW D .JACKSONVILLE IL 626.50 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
GLOVER NICOLE L .JACKSONVILLE IL 626.50 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KITNER KARA LEE .JACKSONVILLE IL 626.50 4 017 ENGLISH 
PHILPOTT 11EGAN E .JACKSONVILLE IL 626.50 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BRAUN JASON B .JASPER IN 47.546 1 010 11ARKETING 
GIGLIETTI JENNIFER L JOLIET IL 60433 2 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
TAYLOR .JENNIFER L .JOLIET IL 60431 4 131 C01111UNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
OGLE 11ELISSA A KANKAKEE IL 60901 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
HACKETT ELIZABETH C KANSAS IL 61933 3 037 FAI1ILY & CONSU11ER SCIENCES 
KUYKENDALL JARED W KANSAS IL 61933 1 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
.JOHNS DEREK K LAGRANGE PK IL 60.526 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
OGRADY THOI1AS .J .JR LAKE VILLA IL 60046 3 078 COI1PUTER 11ANAGEI1ENT 
CHISAI10RE LINDA R LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
HANEY HICHAEL P LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 2 009 11ANAGE11ENT 
NUTTER SARAH L LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
REINCKE ANGELINA 11 LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 2 009 11ANAGEI1ENT 
RIPPON SANDY C LAKEBAY WA 98349 4 017 ENGLISH 
CORLEY STEPHANIE L LAKEWOOD IL 62438 3 0.59 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BOELKENS JENNIFER L LANARK IL 61046 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
POORTENGA BETH D LANSING IL 60438 2 020 FINANCE 
FORD KRISTAL D LAWRENCEVILLE IL 62439 4 013 ECON011ICS 
BECKERT STEPHANIE L LEBANON IL 622.54 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
ASH PHILLIP 11 LELAND IL 60.531 2 03.5 HISTORY 
068 THEATRE ARTS 
ANDERSON BRETT E LENA IL 61048 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
GROSS JACQUELINE 11 LERNA IL 62440 2 003 ART 
SWIGART JESSICA C LEROY IL 617.52 1 131 C01111UNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
YOUNG JEFFREY R LEROY IL 617.52 1 04.5 11USIC 
PALI1ER .JASON L LEWISTOWN IL 61.542 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
GILDEI1EISTER KAREN L LIBERTYVILLE IL 60048 3 010 11ARKETING 
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CREAGER MARNI S LINCOLN IL 626.56 2 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PETERSON ANDREW .J LISLE IL 60.532 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
PIERCE .JEFFREY D LISLE IL 60.532 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
RANCILIO KARA KAY LISLE IL 60.532 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SARM LISA A LISLE IL 60.532 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
WARRINGTON .JOHN D LISLE IL 60.532 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
WARRINGTON RYAN D LISLE IL 60.532 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
AUIARDT SARAH E LITCHFIELD IL 620.56 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
BERTHOLD DIANNE M LOCKPORT IL 60441 1 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
BOZENDA LAURA A LOCKPORT IL 60441 2 017 , ENGLISH 
KLUNKOVSKI VANESA LOCKPORT IL 60441 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
NEUBAUER .JENNIFER E LOCKPORT IL 60441 1 010 MARKETING 
RINANDO VICTORIA A LOCKPORT IL 60441 2 0.56 PRE-DENTISTRY 
SEKULSKI LISA A LOCKPORT IL 60441 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
SLEEZER VICTORIA L LOCKPORT IL 60441 4 034 MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
TAZELAAR DESIREE ANN LOCKPORT IL 60441 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
MASLANKA MICHELLE A LOCKPORTON IL 60441 4 010 MARKETING 
EStiAIL FATEMA Q LOMBARD IL 60148 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
LOY CLARA E LOUISVILLE IL 628.58 1 045 MUSIC 
YARBERRY MELISSA .J LOUISVILLE KY 40228 3 017 ENGLISH 
GREENE MONICA .J LOVES PARK IL 61111 1 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
STEFANOSKI STEVCO MACEDONIA 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
KRAMER .JACOB R MACEDONIA IL 62860 1 017 ENGLISH 
MORRISON ERIN M MACOMB IL 614.55 2 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
PANKEY SHERRY C MACOMB IL 614.55 4 024 RErRE~TION ADMINISTRATION 
VIGUE .JIM E MACOMB IL 61455 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
BUKER KELSIE .J MACON IL 62.544 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KILLION KARA E MAHOMET IL 618.53 3 01.5 ELEMEtiTARY EDUCATION 
PHILLIPS LAWRENCE MAHOMET IL 618.53 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
FROST APRIL M MANHATTAN IL 60442 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SIHEUR BREANNA .JEAN MANTENO IL 609.50 2 058 PRE-NURSING 
KNUFFMAN ERIN L MANVILLE IL 61319 2 017 ENGLISH 
GERDING CHRISTY M MARENGO IL 601.52 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
LYONS MEGAN N MARENGO IL 601.52 1 011 CHEMISTRY 
DIBBLE MICHAEL T MARION IL 629.59 2 010 MARKETING 
DUDLEY KIMBERLY M MARION IL 629.59 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KAMMERER STACIA L MARION IL 629.59 2 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
ROWLETT .JENNA M MARION IL 629.59 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HARGIS .JAMIE A MARSHALL IL 62441 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
LEWIS ALISON .J MARSHALL IL 62441 4 01.5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HARTIN AHY NICOLE MARSHALL IL 62441 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
HARTIN .JILL K MARSHALL IL 62441 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
NORTON TAMARA MARSHALL IL 62441 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
CRIBELAR TERESA L MARTINSVILLE IL 62442 2 035 HISTORY 
PETERSON SARAH G MASCOUTAH IL 622.58 4 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
WUNDERLE SALLY A MASON CITY IL 62664 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
BAUMAN MICHAEL A MATTESON IL 60443 3 020 FINANCE 
CROFT MICHELLE C MATTOON IL 61938 1 04.5 MUSIC 
FREDERICK WESLEY D MATTOON IL 61938 4 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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GRIERSON LISA H HATTOON IL 61938 4 035 HISTORY 
HAGUE TRACEY A HATTOON IL 61938 4 017 ENGLISH 
HAYES JOSHUA E HATTOON IL 61938 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
HONN HICHELE L HATTOON IL 61938 3 037 FAHILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
HORTENSTINE JANA HATTOON IL 61938 3 131 COHHUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
HURT ANDREW P HATTOON IL 61938 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
LANDIS BETH A HATTOON IL 61938 4 017 ENGLISH 
HARSHALL NEELY S HATTOON IL 61938 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
HURRAY FRANCES K HATTOON IL 61938 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PROBST KATRINA H HATTOON IL 61938 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
RAHSEY STEPHANIE L HATTOON IL 61938 1 020 FINANCE 
SCHROEDER TERRY E HATTOON IL 61938 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
SLAUGHTER SARA J HATTOON IL 61938 4 009 HANAGEHENT 
TAYLOR AARON L HATTOON IL 61938 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
USINGER DEANN L HATTOON IL 61938 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ZILH HEATHER L HAZON IL 60444 2 007 ACCOUNTING 
GUNNESS SARAH A HCHENRY IL 60050 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
MCGRANAHAN HARK L HCHENRY IL 60050 4 035 HISTORY 
WEEKS KRISTINE HARIE HCHENRY IL 60050 4 081 ADHIN INFORMATION SYSTEHS 
BENARD LAUREN H HEDINAH IL 60157 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
GOEHBEL COURTNEY H HELVIN IL 60952 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
ADAHS KAREN S HETAHORA IL 61548 3 037 FAHILY & CONSUHER SCIENCES 
GANGLOFF HELINDA J HETAHORA IL 61548 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
DAVIS ALYSHA P HETCALF IL 61940 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
CARTER BRAD E MIDLOTHIAN IL 60445 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
E!LERS CATHERINE HILFORD IL 60953 3 017 ENGLISH 
STEPP LAURA K HILFORD IL 60953 4 131 COHHUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
CARRICO AHANDA L MILLSTADT IL 62260 2 017 ENGLISH 
KRALL BENJAHIN L HI NOOK A IL 60447 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
BLISS KATE H HOKENA IL 60448 4 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
COOKE GARRY J HOKENA IL 60448 1 035 HISTORY 
DAVENPORT HARK A HOKENA IL 60448 4 017 ENGLISH 
KING CHERYL I HOKENA IL 60448 2 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
HEYERS HELISSA A HOKENA IL 60448 2 131 COHHUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
HORTON JULIE A HOLINE IL 61265 4 047 PHILOSOPHY 
CIACCIO HEGAN ANN HOHENCE IL 60954 3 034 HIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
LANNING RYAN C HONHOUTH IL 61462 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
WOLKE TOBY L HONTROSE IL 62445 2 020 FINANCE 
BARR AHY H HORRIS IL 60450 1 017 ENGLISH 
ULAVEGE HICHAEL A HORTON IL 61550 2 010 MARKETING 
SCHIAVONE CHRISTIAN HOUNT PROSPECTIL 60056 4 009 HANAGEHENT 
SCHIAVONE CHRISTIAN HOUNT PROSPECTIL 60056 4 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
GORDEN HEATHER L HOWE AQUA IL 62550 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
BROWNING CHERYL D HT CARHEL IL 62863 3 131 COHHUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
CORWIN JULIA E HT CARHEL IL 62863 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CHAMBERS SHANNON J HT PROSPECT IL 60056 4 071 BID SCIENCES W TEACHER CERT 
LUND COURTNEY T HT PROSPECT IL 60056 3 037 FAHILY & CONSUHER SCIENCES 
HCCORHICK THOHAS J HT PROSPECT IL 60056 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SKOREY LISA A HT PROSPECT IL 60056 4 071 BIO SCIENCES W TEACHER CERT 
BOWEN KEVIN A HT VERNON IL 62864 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
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EALEY APRIL N MT VERNON IL 62864 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LAHNIERS SAM G MT ZION IL 62649 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
RAYHILL CYNTHIA D MT ZION IL 62549 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
STEPHENSON HEATHER A MT ZION IL 62549 4 017 ENGLISH 
VANDONSELAAR RYAN .J MUNCIE IN 47304 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DEJOHN IRENA A MUNDELEIN IL 60060 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
LEFFERT MARGARET E MUNDELEIN IL 60060 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
MURTAUGH CASEY M MUNDELEIN IL 60060 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ADASKA BRIDGET A NAPERVILLE IL 60540 1 009 MANAGEMENT 
DUTTON DEANNE M NAPERVILLE IL 60565 4 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
GUTIERREZ KRISTINE L NAPERVILLE IL 60565 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HEERDT DANIEL K NAPERVILLE IL 60563 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
MAY REBECCA L NAPERVILLE IL 60565 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
MINER CARMEN N NAPERVILLE IL 60563 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
NIEHAUS STEPHANIE L NAPERVILLE IL 60565 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
OBRADOVICH KIMBERLY NAPERVILLE IL 60565 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ODENKIRK SUSAN M NAPERVILLE IL 60563 4 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
SANBORN SCOTT RUFUS NAPERVILLE IL 60540 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WATSON MICHELLE LYNN NAPERVILLE IL 60563 4 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
PATTERSON MARSHA L NEOGA IL 62447 4 043 MATHEMATICS 
SWEITZER .JESSICA A NEOGA IL 62447 2 065 SOCIOLOGY 
TOOPS PATRICK C NEOGA IL 62447 3 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
WINN AMANDA E NEOGA IL 62447 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
LUKOMSKI NAOMI .J NEW ATHENS IL 62264 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
NEWBOLD .JILL R NEW ATHENS IL 62264 2 017 ENGLISH 
MUSENBROCK DEAN .J NEW BADEN IL 62265 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
ROTH MAUREEN N NEW BADEN IL 62265 2 017 ENGLISH 
GOOD .JEFFERY S NEW LENOX IL 60451 2 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
KASPER KARALYN .J NEW LENOX IL 60451 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
HENDERSHOT ANGELA A NEWMAN IL 61942 3 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
BRACKETT DENEEN D NEWTON IL 62448 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
CARROLL .JOSEPH .J NEWTON IL 62448 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
DAVIDSON BLAKE ALAN NEWTON IL 62448 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
DAVIDSON CHAD R NEWTON IL 62448 4 045 MUSIC 
KOCHER DEANN M NEWTON IL 62448 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LIDY KARA M NEWTON IL 62448 1 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
MEINHART MICHELLE M NEWTON IL 62448 4 045 MUSIC 
THOMPSON CHRISTOPHER NEWTON IL 62448 1 045 MUSIC 
YAGER TAMA .J NEWTON IL 62448 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
DOCZEKALSKI CATHERIN NILES IL 60714 2 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
FIORE KRISTY NO ADDRESS 4 003 ART 
PEREKLITA KRISTY M NO AURORA IL 60542 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
.JABLONSKI AMANDA B NO CHICAGO IL 60064 2 045 MUSIC 
BUERSTER MARTHA S NOBLE IL 62868 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
BUERSTER MARY E NOBLE IL 62868 4 071 BIO SCIENCES W TEACHER CERT 
EVANS AMY .J NORMAL IL 61761 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KUPFERSCHMID .JANEL L NORMAL IL 61761 3 008 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
MESSACAR MICHAEL T NORMAL IL 61761 3 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
PATTERSON CLAY .J NORMAL IL 61761 2 047 PHILOSOPHY 
030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
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TULLEY MAUREEN M NORMAL IL 61761 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DUNNE CHRISTINE D OAK FOREST IL 60452 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LEVORA JOSEPH EDWIN OAK FOREST IL 60452 4 017 ENGLISH 
PATERIMOS JAMIE M OAK FOREST IL 60452 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
CARBRAY CHRISTA M OAK LAWN IL 60453 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FOLLIARD RENEE M OAK LAWN IL 60453 3 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
FOLLIARD TIMOTHY M OAK LAWN IL 60453 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
KRZYSTOF KAREN H OAK LAWN IL 60453 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MACKOVITCH DANIELLE OAK LAWN IL 60453 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
MCGAHAN SEAN P OAK LAWN IL 60453 3 003 ART 
ROEDER MELISSA A OAK LAWN IL 60453 3 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
PISANI JENNIFER A OAKLAND IL 61943 1 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
BRUNNER JEREMY D OAKLEY IL 62552 1 009 MANAGEMENT 
COOK SANDRA M OAKWOOD IL 61858 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
OAKWOOD DUSTY J OAKWOOD IL 61858 1 009 MANAGEMENT 
WRIGHT SHARI LYNN OAKWOOD IL 61858 4 113 CAREER OCCUPATIONS 
007 ACCOUNTING 
HENRY JODI L OBLONG IL 62449 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
JENNINGS STACEY J OBLONG IL 62449 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LEGGITT ANGELA R OBLONG IL 62449 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
WOODLAND JAY H OBLONG IL 62449 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
DOUGHAN KRISTINA L ODELL IL 60460 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
HEINZMANN RUTH M ODU.! IL 62870 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BOWMAN AMBER B OFALLON IL 62269 1 009 MANAGEMENT 
DISTLER JAMIE E OFALLON IL 62269 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
ROSS KRISTIN B OFALLON IL 62269 1 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
WINKLER MATTHEW B OFALLON< IL 62269 3 009 MANAGEMENT 
BLACKFORD AMY K OLNEY IL 62450 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CHARLESTON JENNIFER OLNEY IL 62450 4 020 FINANCE 
FOWLKES MICHAEL OLNEY IL 62450 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
KUHN MELISSA A OLNEY IL 62450 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
RUBSAM HARSHA M OLNEY IL 62450 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
RUNYON AMANDA R OLNEY IL 62450 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SNIDER SHELLEY A OLNEY IL 62450 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
STEBER BRANDEE L OLNEY IL 62450 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
DAVIS KERI E ONTARIO CANADA 00000 3 065 SOCIOLOGY 
CHARRON NIKKI J OREANA IL 62554 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
HOEHN NICHOLAS C ORLAND HILLS IL 60477 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
STANLEY MARY L ORLAND HILLS IL 60477 4 011 CHEMISTRY 
BERGMAN COURTNEY E ORLAND PARK IL 60462 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI CONDON MELISSA A ORLAND PARK IL 60462 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
HAIDUK SUSAN E ORLAND PARK IL 60467 3 017 ENGLISH 
047 PHILOSOPHY 
MARKEL CHAD D ORLAND PARK IL 60462 2 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
MORTIMER JULIE A ORLAND PARK IL 60462 1 071 BID SCIENCES W TEACHER CERT 
PHILIPPS JACKIE M ORLAND PARK IL 60462 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
065 SOCIOLOGY 
POCZIK ALISON L ORLAND PARK IL 60467 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
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KENDALL HEIDI .J OTTAWA IL 61350 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
FEUERBORN ANNE N PALATINE IL 60067 4 013 ECONOMICS 
BRYANS .JAMES R PALESTINE IL 62451 3 013 ECONOMICS 
.JANROZIAK .JENNIFER M PALOS HILLS IL 60465 3 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
TUREK LAURA M PALOS PARK IL 60464 1 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
BURRIS .JUSTIN T PANA IL 62557 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PRUIETT ALLISON R PARIS IL 61944 1 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
SUDDUTH .JANAH MARIE PARIS IL 61944 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SWITZER ADAM N PARIS IL 61944 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
FITZGERALD DANIEL G PARK FOREST IL 60466 4 017 ENGLISH 
KAJIINSKI ANN L PARK RIDGE IL 60068 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
MATCHEN BRIGID M PARK RIDGE IL 60068 1 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
KLEIBOEKER TAMMY .J PATOKA IL 62875 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
034 MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
KOPATZ KARLA L PAWNEE IL 62558 3 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
COX MEGAN M PECATONICA IL 61063 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
FORNEY BENJAMIN M PEKIN IL 61554 2 009 MANAGEMENT 
HOLLY CHRISTOPHER P PEKIN IL 61554 4 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
KHAW ADELINE AILYNN PENANG MALAYSIOO 00000 4 020 FINANCE 
BESSERER STEPHANIE F PEORIA IL 61604 2 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
CAIIPBELL CHAD M PEORIA IL 61614 4 035 HISTORY 
CASE ANNETTE H PEORIA IL 61614 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KRUSE .JENNIFER A PEORIA IL 61614 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
LEE RACHEL A PEORIA IL 61614 3 015 ELF-HENTARY EDUCATION 
LEONARD CHRISTINE E PEORIA IL 61614 2 020 Fit!ANCE 
MALOUF EHAD H PEORIA IL 61615 4 010 MARKETING 
MARTINDALE ALICIA J PEORIA IL 61604 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MATTHEWS KARINDA S PEORIA IL 61615 3 104 HEJ\L TH STUDIES 
SERRAHN WENDY E PEORIA IL 61615 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WARttiCK JADA D PEORIA IL 61604 4 017 ENGLISH 
076 AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 
WHITE GENEVA L PEORIA IL 61606 3 107 JOURNAL ISH 
WILSON THOMAS M PEORIA IL 61614 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
FORE LAURA F PEOTONE IL 60468 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
KULPA JEFFREY A PERU IL 61354 4 035 HISTORY 
RADUEGE ASHLEY .J PETERSON AFB co 80916 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
REIFSTECK JAN PHILO IL 61864 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
RIECKENBERG DESIREE PINCKNEYVILLE IL 62274 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
VAUGHN MICHELLE E PIPER CITY IL 60959 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
COOVERT BETHANY F PLAINFIELD IL 60544 2 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
KULAGA CHRISTINE H PLAINFIELD IL 60544 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
HORGAN REBECCA A POTOMAC IL 61865 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LADD KARA L PRINCETON IL 61356 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SHILLING CHRISTY K PROSPECT HTS IL 60070 2 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
DRUFFEL HARK J QUINCY IL 62301 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
SCHWARTZ ANDREW M QUINCY IL 62301 2 043 MATHEMATICS 
COLE AMANDA K RAMSEY IL 62080 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
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BARRETT COURTNEY H RANTOUL IL 61866 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MANGRUM NATASHA L RANTOUL IL 61866 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
MAYER SUZANNE H RANTOUL IL 61866 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SIPES JOHN R RANTOUL IL 61866 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SALGER JILL N RED BUD IL 62278 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ANGELLOTTI KRISTY H RICHTON PARK IL 60471 2 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
CORBIN CONNIE S RIDGE FARM IL 61870 4 045 MUSIC 
FELLERS BRANDlE L RIDGE FARM IL 61870 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HAMH KIRA L RIDGE FARM IL 61870 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
TODD BRENT L RIDGE FARM IL 61870 4 006 BOTANY 
WHELCHEL ANGELA M RIVERDALE IL 60827 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
ALEXANDER JEREMY R RIVERTON IL 62561 4 013 ECONOHICS 
MEHLENBECK JAMI M RIVERTON IL 62561 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
KURTYAK SEAN W ROANOKE IL 61561 3 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
GULLETT KRISTY JO ROBINSON IL 62454 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HARDER ELAINE N ROBINSON IL 62454 4 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
JONES CRYSTAL L ROBINSON IL 62454 4 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PACIC NIKOLINA ROBINSON IL 62454 4 020 FINANCE 
WALDROP KASEY M ROBINSON IL 62454 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ALFANO ANGELA L ROCHELLE IL 61068 2 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
CREEKMUR ALLISON P ROCHELLE IL 61068 2 017 ENGLISH 
CREEKMUR LEA P ROCHELLE IL 61068 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
THOMPSON JEREMY G ROCHELLE IL 61068 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PIKE STACIE L ROCHESTER IL 62563 4 131 COHHUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
WMITLOCK KIMBERLY H ROCK FALLS IL 61071 :!. 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
CASCIO SARAH H ROCKFORD IL 61107 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CUPP HARIA C ROCKFORD IL 61114 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GEORGE EMILY R ROCKFORD IL 61114 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MULDOWNEY JESSICA N ROCKFORD IL 61114 4 068 THEATRE ARTS 
066 SPEECH COHHUNICATION 
PECK MARISA .J ROCKFORD IL 61114 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
GOBEN MELISSA .J ROODHOUSE IL 62082 4 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
LACKEY BRENT ALVIN ROYAL IL 61871 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
SJUTS CANDICE M ROYAL IL 61871 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FOX JULIE E SALEH IL 62881 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HAWLEY LACEY R SALEH IL 62881 4 045 MUSIC 
VILLALOBOS CYNTHIA SALEH IL 62881 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CATALANO ENZA H SCHAUMBURG IL 60194 4 131 COHHUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
MACUMBER MICHELE H SCHAUMBURG IL 60193 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
TANTILLO MICHAEL J SCHAUMBURG IL 60193 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
PERRY AMANDA R SCHILLER PARK IL 60176 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
ROETHE REID .J SHANNON IL 61078 3 035 HISTORY 
LICHTERMAN TONIA L SHEBOYGAN WI 53081 2 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
APPLE JENNIFER D SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
SPAIN ELIZABETH A SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WHITE TARA L SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 3 065 SOCIOLOGY 
WOOLVERTON NIKKI .J SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 2 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
REYNOLDS SARAH A SHELDON IL 60966 3 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
FRANKLIN SARAH E SHERMAN IL 62684 1 131 COHHUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
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STUCKEY JESSE B SHIPMAN IL 62685 4 041 PRE MEDICINE 
STUCKEY JESSE B SHIPMAN IL 62685 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ROLEY CHRISTINA R SHUHWAY IL 62461 4 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
RODGERS CHRISTINA L SIDNEY IL 61877 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
DASENBROCK BRENDA H SIGEL IL 62462 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
RANDLE ADAH W SMITHTON IL 62285 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
ANDRACKE MELISSA K SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BRUCE KAREN E SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
COLEMAN ERIN K SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COLLINS RYAN SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
HELOPOULOS JASON H SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 4 035 HISTORY 
HUNDLEY HEATHER A SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 4 011 CHEMISTRY 
JOHNSON JULIE J SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LONG JOHN T SPRINGFIELD IL 62703 2 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HILLER CARRIE L SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 3 016 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
MURPHY AMANDA N SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
OHARA TARA J SPRINGFIELD IL 62703 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
REID EHILY A SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 3 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ROBERTS LINDSAY B SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
TAYLOR AMANDA J SPRINGFIELD IL 61702 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
VARGAS JENNIFER H SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 4 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
FRANTZ JENNIFER A ST ANNE IL 60964 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
PANKOKE AARON E ST CHARLES IL 60175 2 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
CRIDER JENNY K ST JOSEPH IL 61873 4 035 HISTORY 
SUITS HICHEALA J ST JOSEPH IL 61873 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
BARLAGE SHARA C ST PETER IL 62880 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SCI 
SCHNARRE JILLA R ST PETER IL 62880 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BALLINGER KEITH E STEWARDSON IL 62463 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
PATZNER ANGELA R STILLMAN VLY IL 61084 4 011 CHEMISTRY 
PATZNER NICHOLE R STILLMAN VLY IL 61084 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SHREFFLER SETH A STONEFORT IL 62987 3 020 FINANCE 
BEARDEN JODDIE L STRASBURG IL 62465 3 065 SOCIOLOGY 
PATRICK EHILY H SULLIVAN IL 61951 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
RODEBAUGH JEREMY L SULLIVAN IL 61951 2 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
WEGER AMBER A SULLIVAN IL 61951 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
DOHERTY SHANNON H TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 4 010 MARKETING 
HILLER EMILIE A TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 4 010 MARKETING 
HUSTER PATTI A TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
NIEBRUGGE MELISSA S TEUTOPLOIS IL 62467 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
BUENKER PAMELA SUE TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 2 007 ACCOUNTING 
HOLKENBRINK GINA L TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 3 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
NIEBRUGGE RICHARD P TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 4 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
NIEHERG REBECCA J TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
WENTE DEBORAH L TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
BARDING ERIN E TINLEY PARK IL 60477 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KONRATH KATHERINA A TINLEY PARK IL 60477 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
SHILENY JENNIFER A TINLEY PARK IL 60477 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WINGER CHRISTY A TINLEY PARK IL 60477 4 010 MARKETING 
CZAK ANGELA H TOLEDO IL 62468 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LIGHT AMANDA L TOLEDO IL 62468 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
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LESTER KAREN L TOLONO IL 61880 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
HILLER HEIDI S TREMONT IL 61568 2 069 ZOOLOGY 
HARTIN WYATT J TUSCOLA IL 61953 2 020 FINANCE 
HILLER LORI J TUSCOLA IL 61953 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
PAYNE RON GARY URBANA IL 61802 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
SUKUHANE PHIWA URBANA IL 61801 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
WILLIAMS DIANA S URBANA IL 61801 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
RYBOLT SHAYLA ANN VANDALIA IL 62471 4 017 ENGLISH 
WEAVER LAURA K VANDALIA IL 62471 3 037 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
HILLER LISA H VERONA IL 60479 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CLER ERIC W VILLA GROVE IL 61956 3 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
SHADWICK SARABETH F VILLA GROVE IL 61956 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KAATZ JESSICA HARlE VILLA PARK IL 60181 1 020 FINANCE 
WELLENKAMP MONICA E VIRGINIA IL 62691 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
KACZMAREK JOSEPH H W CHICAGO IL 60185 1 007 ACCOUNTING 
DURBIN KAREN D WALSHVILLE IL 62091 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BREITZMAN TIMOTHY D WASHINGTON IL 61571 3 043 HATHEHATICS 
COLEMAN LANCE P WASHINGTON IL 61571 4 078 COMPUTER HANAGEHENT 
LAVAUX CAREY N WASHINGTON IL 61571 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
PRINA BRIAN H WASHINGTON IL 61571 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
STEFFEN V HANNY WASHINGTON IL 61571 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
CHANEY LORI J WATSEKA IL 60970 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
KIEFER CHRISTOPHER H WATSEKA IL 60970 4 069 ZOOLOGY QUICK HEGAN E WATSEKA IL 60970 2 017 ENGLISH 
CEREPA STACY LYNN WEST CHICAGO IL 60185 4 000 UNDECLARED l!NDF.RGRADUATE 
KOCHER JARED J WEST LIBERTY IL 62475 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
SPRAGUE TIMOTHY HATT WESTERN SPGS IL 60558 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
GARCIA MATTHEW L WESTERN SPRGS IL 60558 2 020 FINANCE 
GARVIN ERIC W WESTERVELT IL 62565 3 065 SOCIOLOGY 
SIMPSON DEBRA L WESTFIELD IL 62474 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
BERNARD ROBERT S WESTVILLE IL 61883 4 009 HANAGEHENT 
UNZICKER LISA L WESTVILLE IL 61883 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
DONOVAN DEBORAH E WHEATON IL 60187 2 017 ENGLISH 
068 THEATRE ARTS 
NEUHAUS MICHAEL E WHEATON IL 60187 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
THOMAS KATHY J WHEELER IL 62479 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CONRAD CRISTEN D WHEELING IL 60090 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
STANGLAND SEAN D WHEELING IL 60090 2 107 JOURNAL ISH 
BALCH ROBERT J III WICHITA FALLS TX 76302 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
EHORN PIPER G WILLOW HILL IL 62480 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
060 PRE-OPTOMETRY 
HARRIS AHY H WILLOW HILL IL 62466 4 017 ENGLISH 
ZUBER AMANDA S WILLOW HILL IL 62480 2 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
CARLOCK SHAUNA L WILMINGTON IL 60481 1 107 JOURNAL ISH 
MEENTS KYLE A WILMINGTON IL 60481 4 078 COMPUTER HANAGEHENT 
MULVIHILL RYAN S WILMINGTON IL 60481 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
PRINCKO JAMIE A WILMINGTON IL 60481 4 034 MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
MITCHELL SARAH H WINDSOR IL 61957 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
RICE LINDA K WINDSOR IL 61957 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
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SMITH LESLIE K WINDSOR IL 61957 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ACKER ALICIA M WINFIELD IL 60190 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BOHGARDEN SARAH K WINNEBAGO IL 61088 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MCINTURFF JOANNA F WINNETKA IL 60093 2 010 MARKETING 
FULLER HEATHER M WOOD RIVER IL 62095 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
WESTON DEREK E WOOD RIVER IL 62095 2 045 MUSIC 
HOWARD KRISTOFER N WOODRIDGE IL 60517 3 020 FINANCE 
ORILEY ELIZABETH E WOODRIDGE IL 60517 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
KOTTKE BRADLEY S WOODSTOCK IL 60098 4 020 FINANCE 
WEIDNER DAWN M WOODSTOCK IL 60098 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SMITH HYLAND LEE WRIGHTS IL 62098 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
PAYNE AMANDA M XENIA IL 62899 2 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
WATTLEWORTH TARA D YALE IL 62481 2 045 MUSIC 
BAKER JENNIFER L OHARLESTON IL 61920 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
BAKER JENNIFER L OHARLESTON IL 61920 4 030 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
